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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to techniques for assisting driver’s eco-drive.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Recently, some vehicles have been equipped with an eco-drive assist apparatus for assisting the drive in eco-
drive in view of environmental protection. For example, the eco-drive assist apparatus determines whether the vehicle
is traveling efficiently in fuel economy by checking various factors, which may include the degree of depressing the
accelerator pedal, the efficiency of the engine and transmission, the traveling speed and the accelerated velocity. When
the vehicle is traveling efficiently in fuel economy, the vehicle is in an eco-drive state. When it is determined that the
vehicle is in the eco-drive state, an LED (Light Emitting Diode) may be turned ON. The fuel economy may be calculated
at an instantaneous time in traveling and may be indicated as an instantaneous fuel efficiency.
[0003] Generating and displaying information for assisting eco-drive is performed by a meter ECU (Electronic Control
Unit) that calculates display information displayed on an instrument panel in a vehicle. The meter ECU obtains information
such as the degree of depressing the accelerator pedal, the vehicle speed, the shift position, and the switch to change
the control mode of the vehicle, generates information for determining whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state, and
switches the display for eco-drive.
[0004] The art disclosed in Patent Reference 1 uses a CPU to control a vehicle engine and the like, and a microcomputer
including sub-processor capable of being controlled by programs independently from the CPU, and concurrently proc-
esses a transmission control program for a certain communication method stored in a memory with a sub-program.
[0005] Patent Reference 2 discloses a system where an engine ECU, an ABS_ECU, and a meter ECU are coupled
to each other on the CAN communication line, and a management table of the engine ECU manages a sharable area
of a memory in other ECUs.
[0006] In Patent Reference 3, an engine control unit of a vehicle is coupled to a microcomputer including a keyboard
switch and a display device by a communication interface, and a driver is able to correct a fuel injection control.
[0007] Patent References 4 through 6 disclose techniques that record detected values of driver’s driving operation
such as the accelerator opening, a vehicle speed, and a fuel consumption, and display a result of comparison to a
standard value.
[0008] In Patent Reference 7, to encourage a driver to carry out the driving operation to improve the fuel efficiency
effectively, whether driver’s driving operation is suitable for improving the fuel efficiency or not is determined, and a lamp
is turned ON when it is determined that the driving operation suitable for improving the fuel efficiency is carried out.

[Patent Reference 1] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2003-112585
[Patent Reference 2] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2004-38388
[Patent Reference 3] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2005-214086
[Patent Reference 4] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2006-77665
[Patent Reference 5] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2001-171388
[Patent Reference 6] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2006-57484
[Patent Reference 7] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2003-220851 JP2002362185 discloses a further
example of a device displaying the vehicle consumption.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0009] The meter ECU (display control apparatus) can use same control program in each vehicle because the calcu-
lation content executed by the meter ECU is same even thought the instrument panel design of the vehicle is different.
[0010] However, if the meter ECU executes the determination of the eco-drive state as described above, the control
program should be changed according to a vehicle.
[0011] This means that the control program of the meter ECU should be changed if the engine is changed because
the determination of the eco-drive state of the vehicle depends on the engine.
[0012] In addition, if merely a result of the determination of the eco-drive state is reported, it is not only hard to know
the relationship between the result and the operation, but also a guideline for improving the driving state is not clear.
[0013] That is to say that it is hard to know how much the driver needs to improve the driving operation to make the
vehicle be in the eco-drive state. In addition, it is hard to know how far the driver can depress the accelerator pedal to
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keep the vehicle in the eco-drive state.
[0014] Merely displaying whether or not the vehicle is in the eco-drive state with LED and the like leads inconveniences.
For example, the driver cannot know how much the driver needs to improve the driving state to make the vehicle be in
the eco-drive state, and how far the driver can depress the accelerator pedal to keep the vehicle in the eco-drive state.
[0015] Assist information for eco-drive may be additionally displayed, but there may be an inconsistency among the
eco-drive assist information multi-displayed. For example, if the driver drives the vehicle around a threshold value which
separates eco-drive and non eco-drive, one display may display the eco-drive state, and another display may display
non eco-drive state. This kind of inconsistency may make the driver feel stress, and affect eco-drive.
[0016] The present invention is made in views of above circumstances, and the aim of the present invention is to
provide an eco-drive assist apparatus that can generate information indicating a degree of eco of a driving operation of
a vehicle, and display it on a display device.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0017] According to an aspect of the invention there is provided an eco-drive assist apparatus that displays an eco-
drive state in real time, the eco-drive state assist apparatus comprising: eco judgment means for judging whether a
current driving state of a vehicle is an efficient fuel economy state or a non-efficient fuel economy state based on a
boundary value that is calculated based on a state quantity representing a current driving state of a vehicle and which
distinguishes whether a current driving state of the vehicle is an efficient fuel economy state or non-efficient fuel economy
state; first display means for displaying a fuel economy state by displaying a figure corresponding to the boundary value
and figure corresponding to a current value representing the current driving state of the vehicle to the boundary value;
and second display means for displaying whether the current driving state of the vehicle judged by the eco judgment
means is an efficient fuel economy state or a non-efficient fuel economy state by turning on/off a lamp, wherein the first
display means fixedly-displays a figure corresponding to a boundary value in a predetermined place in a display area,
and changes a display form of a figure corresponding to the current value according to a relative relation of the current
value to the boundary value, wherein the eco judgment means use different values to the boundary value for the judgment
between a case that a driving state moves from the efficient fuel economy state to the non-efficient fuel economy state
and a case that a driving state moves from the non-efficient fuel economy state to the efficient fuel-economy state when
judging the driving state of the vehicle displayed by the second display means, and the first display means fixedly displays
the boundary value at the same location both when the driving state judged by the eco judgment means is the efficient
fuel economy state and when the driving state judged by the eco judgment means is the non-efficient fuel economy state.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0018] According to the present invention, it is possible to generate information indicating a degree of eco of a driving
operation of a vehicle, and display it on a display device.
[0019] In addition, according to the present invention, it is possible to provide a guideline of an operation for eco-drive.
[0020] In addition, according to the present invention, it is possible to provide an eco-drive assist apparatus where
multiple displays showing whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state do not have inconsistency.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0021]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a composition of an eco-drive assist system;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a hardware structure of an ECU;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a composition of an eco judgment unit;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of a map to calculate a judgment threshold value of an accelerator
opening from a vehicle speed;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an eco bar indicator, 5A is a diagram illustrating a case that a state quantity is within
an eco-drive zone, and 5B is a diagram illustrating a case that a state quantity is within a non eco-drive zone;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example that displays a display of an eco lamp in addition to the eco bar indicator;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a notice content of an eco status signal output from a notice content judgment unit
to a notice control unit of a meter ECU;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of an eco judgment unit;
FIG. 9 is a diagram to explain a guard process, and is a diagram illustrating a guard threshold value and a guard period;
FIG. 10 is a diagram to explain a guard process, and is a diagram illustrating a state quantity after the guard process;
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a state quantity after a smoothing process, and process to adjust a timing of lighting
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on/off of the eco lamp in accordance with the state quantity after the smoothing process,
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating the composition of an eco-drive assist system in accordance with a second embod-
iment;
FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a hardware structure of an ECU;
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an eco bar indicator, 14A illustrates a case that a state quantity is within an eco-
drive zone, and 14B illustrates a case that a state quantity is within a non eco-drive zone;
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating an example that displays a display of an eco lamp in addition to the eco bar indicator;
FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a composition of an eco-drive assist system in accordance with third, fourth, and
fifth embodiments;
FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a map for calculating a judgment threshold value from a vehicle speed;
FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating a hardware structure of an ECU;
FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating an eco bar indicator and a display of an eco lamp, 19A illustrates a case that a state
quantity is within an eco-drive zone, and 19B illustrates a case that a state quantity is within a non eco-drive zone;
FIG. 20A is a diagram illustrating a relation between the eco-drive zone and the non eco-drive zone when a lower
guard value is set below the judgment threshold value, and 20B is a diagram illustrating a relation between the eco-
drive zone and the non eco-drive zone when the upper guard value is set above the judgment threshold value;
FIG. 21 is a diagram illustrating the change of the state quantity of eco-drive and the ON/OFF state of the eco lamp
when the lower guard value is set;
FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating the change of the state quantity of eco-drive and the ON/OFF state of the eco lamp
when the upper guard value is set;
FIG. 23 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of an eco judgment unit;
FIG. 24 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for judging an eco-drive state or non eco-drive state based on the
state quantity of eco-drive when the lower guard value is set;
FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for judging an eco-drive state or non eco-drive state based on the
state quantity of eco-drive when the upper guard value is set;
FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating a notice content of the eco state signal output from a notice content judgment unit
of an HV-ECU to a notice control unit of a meter ECU;
FIG. 27 is a diagram illustrating a composition of the eco-drive assist system where an eco judgment unit is provided
to a meter ECU;
FIG. 28 is a diagram illustrating another example of the eco bar indicator, 28A illustrates an example that displays
a non eco-drive zone with the lightening on/off of an LED, 28B illustrates an example that displays a non eco-drive
zone on the regeneration zone side with the lightening on/off of an LED, and 28C is a diagram illustrating an example
that displays an eco bar with a circular indicator.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0022] A description will now be given, with reference to drawings, of embodiments of the present invention.

[First Embodiment]

[0023] Referring to FIG. 1, a description will now be given of a composition of the first embodiment. The definition of
"eco" in this specification is both or one of economy and ecology.
[0024] Economy means saving fuel by reducing fuel consumption. Ecology means reducing fossil fuel consumption
and reducing emissions of toxic substances and carbon dioxide resulting from burning of fossil fuel.
[0025] An eco-drive assist apparatus 1 illustrated in FIG. 1 has a system composition where a powertrain ECU 10 that
controls an engine and a transmission is coupled with a meter ECU 20 that controls the display of an indicator panel 30
with an in-vehicle communication bus. In the present embodiment, the powertrain ECU 10 functions as an eco-drive
assist information generating apparatus, and the meter ECU 20 functions as a display device. In FIG. 1, the powertrain
ECU 10 and the meter ECU 20 are illustrated as ECUs coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus, but other ECUs
may be coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus.
[0026] In FIG. 1, an arrow with a solid line shows physical connections over which signals may be transmitted, and
an arrow with a dashed line shows flows of data.
[0027] The powertrain ECU 10 is provided with an engine control unit 11 that controls an engine as a control device,
and a transmission control unit 12 that controls a transmission. The powertrain ECU 10 obtains sensor signals indicating
an intake air mass, an air-oil ratio and the like from a group of sensors 2, and calculates control command values involved
in the amount of fuel consumption, ignition timing, gear change timing, and the like based on obtained sensor signals.
The powertrain ECU 10 controls an actuator 3 such as an injector and an ignition coil based on the calculation result.
[0028] A signal indicating a control state of the engine and the transmission (hereinafter, described as a powertrain
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control state signal) is output to an eco judgment unit 13 (described later) from the engine control unit 11 and the
transmission control unit 12. To display the eco state more in detail, not only raw sensor information but also various
control information of ECUs controlling the vehicle are transmitted.
[0029] In addition, sensor signals inputted to the powertrain ECU 10 from the group of sensors 2 may indicate accelerator
opening measured by an accelerator opening sensor (not shown), a vehicle speed measured by a vehicle speed sensor
(not shown), a shift position detected by a shift position sensor (not shown), and a switch state indicating the state of a
switch for switching a vehicle control mode which may include a power mode and a sports mode.
[0030] Furthermore, the powertrain ECU 10 is provided with the eco judgment unit 13. The eco judgment unit 13
calculates a judgment threshold value, and a state quantity of eco-drive indicating a ratio to the judgment threshold value
based on the driving state of the vehicle. In addition, the eco judgment unit 13 outputs an eco state signal indicating the
state quantity of eco-drive to the meter ECU 20. The judgment threshold value and the state quantity of eco-drive will
be described later.
[0031] The powertrain ECU 10 is coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus, and communicates with the meter
ECU 20 coupled to this in-vehicle communication bus with communication protocol such as CAN (Controller Area
Network).
[0032] The meter ECU 20 controls the display on the indicator panel 30, and includes a notice control unit 21.
[0033] The notice control unit 21 obtains the eco state signal indicating the degree of eco-drive of the vehicle from the
eco judgment unit 13, and switches the display on the indicator panel 30 based on the eco state signal.
[0034] An eco display unit 31 is provided on the indicator panel 30, and shows whether the vehicle is in an eco-drive
state or not. Exemplary contents of the eco display unit 31 will be described later.
[0035] FIG. 2 illustrates a hardware structure of the powertrain ECU 10 and the meter ECU 20. As illustrated in FIG.
2, each ECU includes a central processing unit (CPU) 41, a ROM 42, a RAM 43, and an input/output unit 44 of data.
The ROM 42 stores programs for control processes by ECUs and an eco judgment described later. The CPU 41 reads
the programs stored in the ROM 42 and executes the programs. The RAM 43 stores temporary data used during the
execution of programs.
[0036] FIG. 3 illustrates a composition of the eco judgment unit 13. The eco judgment unit 13 is provided with an input
signal processing unit 91, a function provision availability judgment unit 92, a judgment threshold value calculation unit
93, an eco judgment unit 94, and a communication content judgment unit 95.
[0037] The input signal processing unit 91 receives powertrain control state signals from the engine control unit 11 or
the transmission control unit 12. In addition, an accelerator opening (%) which indicates the amount of the degree of
depressing the accelerator pedal, a vehicle speed (km/h), information of the shift position, a state signal of switches are
received as sensor signals.
[0038] The input signal processing unit 91 receives these signals, removes noise by filtering, and shapes signal
waveforms.
[0039] The function provision availability judgment unit 92 receives a signal of which signal waveforms are shaped by
the input signal processing unit 91, and judges whether the signal is within the normal range or not. That is to say that
the function provision availability judgment unit 92 judges whether the sensor outputting the signal operates normally.
[0040] In addition, the function provision availability judgment unit 92 judges whether the vehicle state is in the state
capable of providing the information to assist eco-drive with failure information received from the engine control unit 11
or the transmission control unit 12.
[0041] For example, if the shift position is not in the drive range and is in the parking or reverse position, it is not
necessary to display the information for assisting eco-drive on the eco display unit 31. If the vehicle is in the failure state,
it is not necessary to display the information for assisting eco-drive either.
[0042] The function provision availability judgment unit 92 judges whether to display or not the information for assisting
eco-drive, and outputs a signal indicating the judgment result to the notice content judgment unit 95.
[0043] The judgment threshold value calculation unit 93 receives a vehicle speed (km/h) from the input signal processing
unit 91. The judgment threshold value calculation unit 93 stores a map illustrated in FIG. 4, refers to the map, and obtains
the upper limit value of the accelerator opening that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the eco-drive
state at the current speed. Hereinafter, the above upper limit value may be referred to as a judgment threshold value.
The map illustrated in FIG. 4 shows the relation between a vehicle speed and an accelerator opening (%) that makes it
possible to determine that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state at the vehicle speed.
[0044] The judgment threshold value calculation unit 93 obtains the judgment threshold value of the accelerator opening
(%) by referring to the map, and outputs the obtained judgment threshold value to the eco judgment unit 94.
[0045] The eco judgment unit 95 receives the judgment threshold value from the judgment threshold value calculation
unit 93. The eco judgment unit 94 compares the received judgment threshold value with the current accelerator opening
measured by the group of sensors 2, and determines whether lighting up an eco lamp (described later) or not.
[0046] The notice content judgment unit 95 calculates the state quantity of eco-drive from the judgment threshold
value and the accelerator opening obtained from measured data by sensors. Based on this state quantity of eco-drive,
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the eco state signal noticed to the meter ECU20 is generated. The state quantity of eco-drive can be calculated with the
following formula (1). 

[0047] FIGs. 5A and 5B illustrate display examples displayed in the eco display unit 31 on the indicator panel 30. In
these display examples, an eco bar indicator 50, which indicates a relative state to the judgment threshold value that
fluctuates based on the driving state of the vehicle, is displayed.
[0048] The eco bar indicator 50 includes a bar indicator 51 indicating the state quantity of eco-drive that represents a
current eco-drive state of the vehicle, a eco-drive zone 52 (section OA in FIG. 5A) that makes it possible to determine
that the vehicles is in the eco-drive state, and a non eco-drive zone 53 (section AB in FIG. 5A) that makes it possible to
determine that the vehicle is not in the eco-drive state.
[0049] A partition line at the point A in FIG. 5A indicates an upper limit value of the eco-drive zone 52 (the judgment
threshold value), and indicates a boundary line between the eco-drive zone 52 and the non eco-drive zone 53. The
partition line at the point A corresponds to a first figure. When the state quantity of eco-drive is equal to the judgment
threshold value A, the state quantity of eco-drive is 100 %.
[0050] The eco bar indicator 50 shows how ideal the current state quantity of eco-drive is compared to the ideal eco-
drive zone (the eco-drive zone 52) by the ratio (a relative ratio) to the judgment threshold value of the eco-drive zone
52 which represents 100 %. The first figure representing the judgment threshold value is displayed fixedly, and a bar
indicator 51 which is a second figure is displayed in the predetermined place relative to the first figure according to the
ratio of the state quantity of eco-drive.
[0051] When the state quantity of eco-drive is within the eco-drive zone 52, a remaining amount of operation to the
judgment threshold value for eco-drive can be shown. In FIG. 5A, the section DA shows the remaining amount.
[0052] When the state quantity of eco-drive is within the non eco-drive zone 53, a deviation amount of operation from
the judgment threshold value for eco-drive can be shown. In FIG. 5B, the section AE shows the deviation amount of
operation.
[0053] An eco lamp 80 may be displayed together with the eco bar indicator 50 as illustrated in FIG. 6. The display of
the eco lamp 80 shows whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state with a lamp such as an LED. The display of the eco
lamp 80 lights up when the vehicle is in the eco-drive state, and does not light up when the vehicle is not in the eco-
drive state.
[0054] FIG. 7 illustrates the notice content of the eco state signal output from the notice content judgment unit 95 to
the notice control unit 21 of the meter ECU20. The information noticed from the notice content judgment determination
unit 95 to the meter ECU 20 by the eco state signal is the information in a common format which does not depend on
the display design of the indicator panel 30.
[0055] The eco state signal noticed from the notice content judgment unit 95 to the notice control unit 21 includes an
advice status (1 byte) and a signal (2 byte) that indicates the state quantity of eco zone display as illustrated in FIG. 7.
The information noticed from the notice content judgment unit 95 to the meter ECU 20 does not include the judgment
threshold value.
[0056] The vehicle state judged by the notice content judgment unit 95 includes five statuses: "fail", "exception" (which
is the state in that the information for assisting eco-drive is not displayed), "parked", "non eco", and "eco". The notice
content judgment unit 95 notices in which state of five states the vehicle is to the notice control unit 21 by the advice
status signal which is 1-byte signal.
[0057] The notice control unit 21 turns off the eco lamp 80 when the status of the advice status signal is "fail", "exception",
"parked", or "non eco". The notice control unit 21 turns on the eco lamp 80 when the status of the advice status signal
is "eco".
[0058] When the notice content judgment unit 95 judges that the failure occurs in the vehicle, it outputs a signal of
which the state quantity of eco zone display is set to a predetermined value representing "fail" to the notice control unit 21.
[0059] In the same manner, when the vehicle is in the state that it is not necessary to display the information for
assisting eco-drive, the notice content judgment unit 95 outputs a signal of which the state quantity of eco zone display
is set to the predetermined value representing "exception" to the notice control unit 21.
[0060] When the notice content judgment unit 95 judges that the vehicle is parked, it outputs a signal of which the
state quantity of eco zone display is set to the predetermined value representing "parked" to the notice control unit 21.
[0061] In addition, when the notice content judgment unit 95 judges that the driving state of the vehicle is the non eco-
drive state, it outputs a signal of which the state quantity of eco zone display is set to greater than 100 % and less than
or equal to 120 % to the notice control unit 21.
[0062] When the notice content judgment unit 95 judges that the driving state of the vehicle is the eco-drive state, it
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outputs a signal of which the state quantity of eco zone display is set to greater than or equal to 0 % and less than or
equal to 100 % to the notice control unit 21.
[0063] Referring to a flowchart illustrated in FIG. 8, a description will now be given of processes of the eco judgment
unit 13 for displaying above information in the eco display unit 31 on the indicator panel 30.
[0064] When the eco judgment unit 13 receives measured data from the group of sensors 2, it determines whether
the received data are normal (step S1). The eco judgment unit 13 determines whether the group of sensors 2 operates
normally by checking the received data. For example, if identical data is continuously input over a predetermined time,
it is determined that the abnormal fixing occurs in the group of sensors 2.
[0065] When the eco judgment unit 13 determines that the measured data are abnormal (step S1/NO), it calculates
0 % as the state quantity of eco-drive in the fail state of the group of sensors 2 (step S11).
[0066] When the eco judgment unit 13 determines that the measured data are normal (step S1/YES), it determines
whether the current vehicle state allows the eco-drive display (the eco bar indicator 50, and the display of the eco lamp
80) to be presented to the user (step S2). When the shift lever is at the reverse or parking position or a signal having a
power switch ON is input, it is determined that the eco-drive display cannot be presented to the user because the state
does not allow the proper eco-drive display to be presented or the user does not want the eco-drive display.
[0067] When the eco judgment unit 13 determines that the eco-drive display is not allowed to be presented (step
S2/NO), it calculates 0 % as the state quantity of eco-drive in the exception state (step S12).
[0068] The eco judgment unit 13 refers to the map illustrated in FIG. 4, and obtains the judgment threshold value for
eco-drive (step S3).
[0069] The judgment threshold value of the accelerator opening is obtained from the map based on the vehicle speed
measured by a sensor 2 (a vehicle speed sensor).
[0070] The map illustrated in FIG. 4 stores relations between the vehicle speeds and the judgment threshold values
of the accelerator opening that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state. The eco judgment
unit 13 holds the map illustrated in FIG. 4, and obtains the judgment threshold value of the accelerator opening (%) from
the vehicle speed measured by the group of sensors 2.
[0071] The eco judgment unit 13 calculates the state quantity of eco-drive by using the judgment threshold value
obtained in the step S3 and the current accelerator opening calculated from the data measured by the group of sensors
2 (step S4). The state quantity of eco-drive can be calculated with the formula (1) described above.
[0072] After calculating the state quantity of eco-drive, the eco judgment unit 13 determines whether turning on or
turning off the eco lamp 80 by using the calculated state quantity of eco-drive (step S4). That is to say that if the state
quantity of eco-drive is less than or equal to 100 %, the eco lamp 80 is turned on because the vehicle is in the eco-drive
state. If the state quantity of eco-drive is greater than 100%, the eco-lamp 80 is turned off because the vehicle is in the
non eco-drive state.
[0073] The eco judgment unit 13 executes a guard process (step S5). The guard process is a process for preventing
the inconsistency between the display of the eco lamp 80 and the eco bar indicator 50.
[0074] The eco judgment unit 13 calculates the guard threshold value by adding the given value to the judgment
threshold value as illustrated in FIG. 9. The guard threshold value is illustrated with a dashed line in FIG. 9.
[0075] The eco judgment unit 13 determines whether the accelerator opening (%) rises or falls. When the accelerator
opening rises, a given period after the accelerator opening exceeds the guard threshold value is set to a guard period
(see FIG. 9). When the accelerator opening falls, a given period after the accelerator opening falls below the judgment
threshold value is set to the guard period (refer to FIG. 9). During the guard period, the state quantity of eco-drive is
changed so that the state quantity of eco-drive does not fluctuate. That is to say that the state quantity of eco-drive is
maintained at 100 % during the guard period. The state quantity of eco-drive after the guard process is illustrated in FIG. 10.
[0076] Then the eco judgment unit 13 executes a smoothing process (step S6). To suppress the temporary change
of the state quantity of eco-drive caused by noise, and the abrupt change of the state quantity of eco-drive, the smoothing
process is executed according to the formula (2) expressed as follows. 

[0077] P expresses the state quantity of eco-drive, P(n) expresses the current value of the state quantity of eco-drive
after the smoothing process, and P(n-1) is the previous value of the state quantity of eco-drive. D is a smoothing constant
value.
[0078] In addition to this, it may be possible to execute processes such as calculating a moving average by adding
the state quantity of eco-drive which is generated every time inputting the measured data from the group sensors 2 the
given times, rate limit, and output value filtering process.
[0079] The eco judgment unit 13 executes a process for removing the inconsistency between the state quantity of
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eco-drive after the smoothing process and the display state of the eco lamp (step S7). That is to say that the lighting
on/off of the eco-lamp is switched in accordance with timing that the state quantity of eco-drive after the smoothing
process is 100 % as illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0080] The eco judgment unit 13 determines whether the vehicle is currently parked or not (step S8). Whether the
vehicle is in parked is determined based on the vehicle speed input from the group of sensors 2. For example, when
the vehicle speed falls below 2 km/h, it is determined that the vehicle is parked, and when the vehicle speed exceeds
4 km/h, it is determined that the vehicle is traveling. When the vehicle speed is between 2 km/h and 4 km/h, the
determination of whether the vehicle is parked is not made, and is made to be ready until the vehicle speed changes.
[0081] When it is determined that the vehicle is parked (step S8/YES), 0 % is calculated as the state quantity of eco-
drive when the vehicle is parked (step S13).
[0082] The eco judgment unit 13 determines the notice content noticed to the meter ECU 20 (step S9). The eco
judgment unit 13 notices the information indicating the calculated state quantity of eco-drive and the display state of the
eco lamp 80 to the meter ECU 20. The meter ECU 20 displays the display of the eco lamp 80 and the eco bar indicator
based on the information of the state quantity of eco-drive and the display state of the eco lamp 80 noticed by the eco
judgment unit 13 (step S10).
[0083] According to the present embodiment, it is possible to generate the beneficial information for assisting eco-
drive in the eco judgment unit 13, and to transmit it to the meter ECU 20 functioning as a display control apparatus. As
the ratio to the judgment threshold value of the accelerator opening indicating the driving state of the vehicle is shown,
it is possible to show how much the driving operation should be improved for eco-drive, or how far the accelerator pedal
can be depressed to keep the vehicle in the eco-drive state.
[0084] In the above embodiment, the eco judgment unit is provided to the control device of the vehicle (a powertrain
ECU, an HV-ECU), and the state quantity of eco-drive of the vehicle is calculated based on the vehicle speed and the
like and is displayed in real time. In addition to this, it may be possible to display the moment-to-moment change of the
state quantity of eco-drive by recording the vehicle speed and the state quantity of eco-drive to the recording medium
and the like, and reading the contents recorded in the recording medium to the computer apparatus after getting out of
the vehicle.

[Second Embodiment]

[0085] Referring to FIG. 12, a description will be given of the composition of the present embodiment.
[0086] An eco-drive assist system 100 illustrated in FIG. 12 has a system composition where a powertrain ECU 100
which controls an engine and a transmission is coupled to a meter ECU 120 which controls a display of an indicator
panel 130 with an in-vehicle communication bus. In the present embodiment, the powertrain ECU 100 functions as an
eco-drive assist information calculation apparatus, and the meter ECU 120 functions as an eco-drive state display
apparatus. In FIG. 12, the powertrain ECU 110 and the meter ECU 120 are illustrated as ECUs coupled to the in-vehicle
communication bus, but other ECUs may be coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus.
[0087] In FIG. 12, an arrow with a solid line shows physical connections over which signals may be transmitted, and
an arrow with a dashed line shows flows of data.
[0088] The powertrain ECU 110 is provided with an engine control unit 111 that controls an engine as a control device,
and a transmission control unit 112 that controls a transmission. The powertrain ECU 110 obtains sensor signals indicating
an intake air mass, an air-oil ratio and the like from a group of sensors 2, and calculates control command values involved
in the amount of fuel consumption, ignition timing, gear change timing, and the like based on obtained sensor signals.
The powertrain ECU 110 controls an actuator 103 such as an injector and an ignition coil based on the calculation result.
[0089] A signal (a powertrain control state signal) indicating the control state of the engine and the transmission is
output to an eco judgment unit 113 (described later) from the engine control unit 111 and the transmission control unit
112. To display the eco state more in detail, not only raw sensor information but also various control information of ECUs
controlling the vehicle may be transmitted.
[0090] Sensor signals input to the powertrain ECU 110 from the group of sensors 2 may indicate accelerator opening
measured by an accelerator opening sensor (not shown), a vehicle speed measured by a vehicle speed sensor (not
shown), a shift position detected by a shift position sensor (not shown), and a switch state indicating the state of a switch
for switching a vehicle control mode which may include a power mode and a sports mode.
[0091] Furthermore, the powertrain ECU 110 is provided with the eco judgment unit 113, and determines whether the
driving state of the vehicle is a state that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state.
[0092] The eco judgment unit 13 functions as a transmission unit (an eco-drive information transmission unit) that
transmits the eco state signal indicating whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state to the meter ECU 120 to display
the eco-drive state in the eco display unit 131 on the indicator panel 130 in real time. The detail of the eco judgment unit
113 will be described later.
[0093] The powertrain ECU 110 is coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus, and communicates with the meter
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ECU 120 coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus with communication protocol such as CAN (Controller Area
Network).
[0094] The meter ECU 120 controls the display on the indicator panel 130, especially in the present embodiment,
obtains the eco state signal indicating the degree of eco-drive of the vehicle from the eco judgment unit 113, and makes
the eco display unit 131 on the indicator panel 130 display the eco-drive state based on the eco state signal in real time.
[0095] The eco display unit 31 is provided on the indicator panel 130 and shows whether the vehicle is in the eco-
drive state or not. The eco display unit 131 displays shows whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state in real time based
on the control of a notice control unit 121. Exemplary contents of the eco display unit 131 will be described later.
[0096] FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary hardware structure of the powertrain ECU 110 and the meter ECU 120. As
illustrated in FIG. 13, each ECU includes a ROM 142, a CPU 141, a RAM 143, and an input/output unit 144 of data. The
ROM 142 stores programs used to realize controls by the ECUs and programs for an eco judgment (described later).
The CPU 141 reads the programs stored in the ROM 142, and executes the programs. The RAM 143 stores temporary
data used during the execution of the programs.
[0097] In the present embodiment, whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state or not is determined, and the remaining
amount of the operation indicating how much operation can be increased is displayed when it is determined that the
vehicle is in the eco-drive state.
[0098] In addition, when the vehicle is in the non eco-drive state, the deviation amount of operation indicating how far
the operation should be improved so that it is determined that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state is displayed.
[0099] Display examples displayed in the eco display unit 131 on the indicator panel 130 are illustrated in FIGs. 14A
and 14B.
[0100] In these display examples, a bar indicator (hereinafter, referenced as a bar indicator 151), an eco-drive zone
152 (section OA in FIGs. 14A and 14B), and a non eco-drive zone 153 (section AB in FIGs. 14A and 14B) are displayed.
The bar indicator 151 shows the state quantity of eco-drive indicating the degree of eco-drive of the vehicle (corresponding
to the eco-drive assist information of the present invention) with bar expression, and corresponds to the predetermined
display indicating the second state quantity according to the ratio that the eco-drive assist information indicates of the
present invention. The eco-drive zone 152 is a zone that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the eco-
drive state, and corresponds to an eco range of the present invention. The non eco-drive zone 152 is a zone that makes
it possible to determine that the vehicle is not in the eco-drive state, and corresponds to a non eco range of the present
invention. This display is referenced as an eco display, hereinafter.
[0101] How ideal the state quantity of eco-drive is compared to compared to the ideal eco-drive zone 152 is shown
by the ratio (a relative ratio) to the upper limit of the eco-drive which represents 100 %.
[0102] A point "A" illustrated in FIGs. 14A and 14B shows the upper limit value of the eco-drive zone (hereinafter, this
value is referenced as a judgment threshold value which corresponds to a boundary value claimed in claim 9), and
shows that the state quantity of eco-drive is 100 %. A point "O" shows a state that the state quantity of eco-drive is 0 %.
[0103] When the state quantity of eco-drive is within the eco-drive zone 152, the remaining amount of operation to the
judgment threshold value can be shown. In the example illustrated in FIG. 14A, a section DA shows the remaining
amount of operation.
[0104] When the state quantity of eco-drive is within the non eco-drive zone 153, a deviation amount of operation from
the judgment threshold value for eco-drive can be shown. In the example illustrated in FIG. 14B, a section AE shows
the deviation amount of operation.
[0105] In addition to the eco bar indicator illustrated in FIGs. 14A and 14B, an eco lamp 180 illustrated in FIG. 15 may
be displayed. The eco-lamp 180 shows whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state with a lamp such as an LED (Light
Emitting Diode). The eco lamp 180 lights up when the vehicle is in the eco-drive state, and does not light up when the
vehicle is not in the eco-drive state.
[0106] As descriptions are already given of methods to calculate the state quantity of eco-drive and the judgment
threshold value to determine whether the current driving state is the eco-drive state or non eco-drive state, and the like
are already given in the first embodiment, detail descriptions are omitted.
[0107] As processes of the eco judgment 113 for displaying the eco bar indicator in the eco display unit 131 on the
indicator panel 130 is already described with reference to FIG. 8 through FIG. 11, a detail description is omitted. The
process of the meter ECU 20 in the step S10 of the flowchart in FIG. 8 includes a process to fix the figure (eco-drive
zone 152, especially the boundary line A of the eco-drive zone 152 in the present embodiment) according to the judgment
threshold value (the boundary value) to the predetermined place in the display region, and to change display form of
the figure according to the current value (the accelerator opening in the present invention) in response to the relative
relation of the current value to the boundary value. Changing the display form includes changing the display position of
the figure other than changing the size or form of the figure.
[0108] According to the present embodiment, as the state quantity of eco-drive which indicates the degree of eco-
drive of the vehicle can be shown, the operation guideline for eco-drive can be provided. It is possible to show how much
the driving operation should be improved for eco-drive, or how far the accelerator pedal can be depressed to keep the
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vehicle in the eco-drive state.

[Third Embodiment]

[0109] Referring to FIG. 16, a description will now be give of the composition of the present embodiment.
[0110] An eco-drive assist system 200 illustrated in FIG. 16 has a system composition where a powertrain ECU
(Electronic Control Unit) 210 which controls an engine and a transmission is coupled with an HV-ECU 260 which controls
a hybrid system, a meter ECU 220 which controls an indicator panel 230, and a motor/generator ECU 270 which controls
a motor and a generator with an in-vehicle communication bus. In the present embodiment, the HV-ECU 260 functions
as an eco-drive assist apparatus. In FIG. 16, the powertrain ECU 210, the meter ECU 220, the HV-ECU 260, and the
motor/generator ECU 270 are illustrated as ECUs coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus, but other ECUs may
be coupled to the in-vehicle communication bus.
[0111] In FIG. 16, an arrow with a solid line shows physical connections over which signals may be transmitted, and
an arrow with a dashed line show flows of data.
[0112] The powertrain ECU 210 obtains sensor signals indicating an intake air mass, an air-oil ratio, and the like from
a group of sensors 2, and calculates control command values involved in the amount of fuel consumption, ignition timing,
gear change timing and the like based on obtained sensor signals. The powertrain ECU 210 controls an actuator such
as an injector and an ignition coil based on the calculation result.
[0113] The HV-ECU 260 communicates with a battery ECU (not illustrated), an engine ECU (not illustrated) and the
motor/generator ECU 270, and controls the overall hybrid system so that the hybrid vehicle can travel most efficiently.
The HV-ECU 260 is provided with an HV control unit 261 and an eco judgment unit 262 as illustrated in FIG. 16.
[0114] The HV control unit 261 receives sensor signals measured by the group of sensors 202 and signals from other
ECUs, and generates control signals for controlling the hybrid system. The HV control unit 261 outputs an HV state
signal that indicates the state of the HV system to the eco judgment unit 262. This HV state signal includes vehicle
power, vehicle output power limit, and power for allowing a battery to be charged.
[0115] The eco judgment unit 262 receives the HV state signal output from the HV control unit 261 and sensor signals
output from the group of sensors 202, and calculates the state quantity of eco-drive indicating a degree of eco of the
driving state of the vehicle. The eco judgment unit 262 corresponds to the first display control unit, the second display
control unit, and the display state adjustment unit of the present invention. The details of the state quantity of eco-drive
will be described later. The sensor signals input to the eco judgment unit 262 includes an accelerator opening measured
by an accelerator opening sensor (not illustrated), a vehicle speed measured by a vehicle speed sensor (not illustrated),
a shift position detected by a shift position sensor (not illustrated), and the state of a switch for switching a vehicle control
mode which may include a power mode and a sports mode.
[0116] The eco judgment unit 262 judges, on the basis of the calculated state quantity of eco-drive, whether the current
driving state of the vehicle is the eco-drive state or the non eco-drive state. The details of this process will be described later.
[0117] The eco judgment unit 262 outputs the eco state signal indicating the state quantity of eco-drive and the judgment
result about the current eco-drive state of the vehicle to a notice control unit 221 of the meter ECU 220.
[0118] A description will now be given of the state quantity of eco-drive created by the eco judgment unit 262.
[0119] The state quantity of eco-drive created in the present embodiment is calculated on the basis of the vehicle
power. The vehicle power may be referred to as electric power, and is the sum of the product of the torque and revolution
of the engine and the product of the torque and revolution of the motor. The hybrid vehicle is equipped with a motor
driven by electric power, and an engine. The vehicle power is a single reference that describes energy generated by
the motor and energy generated by the engine.
[0120] The eco judgment unit 262 obtains the vehicle speed from the group of sensors 2 and the current vehicle power
of the vehicle from the HV control unit 261. Then, the eco judgment unit 262 refers to a map illustrated in FIG. 17, and
obtains the judgment threshold value of the vehicle power that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the
eco-drive state at the current vehicle speed. The map shows a vehicle speed and an upper limit value of the vehicle
power that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state. Hereinafter, the upper limit value of
the vehicle power is referenced as a judgment threshold value. Referring to the map illustrated in FIG. 17, the eco
judgment unit 262 obtains the judgment threshold value of the vehicle power, and calculates the state quantity of eco-
drive by dividing the current vehicle power obtained from the HV control unit 261 by the judgment threshold value and
multiplying the divided value by 100 according to the formula (3). 

[0121] The meter ECU 220 controls the display on the indicator panel 230. In the present embodiment, the meter ECU
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220 obtains the eco state signal from the eco judgment unit 262, and makes the eco display unit 231 on the indicator
panel 230 display the eco-drive state based on the eco state signal in real time.
[0122] The eco display unit 231 is provided on the indicator panel 230 and indicates whether the vehicle is in the eco-
drive sate or not. The eco display unit 231 shows whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state or not in real time on the
basis of the control by the notice control unit 221. Exemplary contents of the eco-display unit 231 will be described later.
[0123] The motor/generator ECU 270 controls the drive of the motor and generator on the basis of state signals and
control signals output from the HV-ECU 260.
[0124] FIG. 18 illustrates an exemplary hardware structure of the HV-ECU 260, the powertrain ECU 210, and the
meter ECU 220. As illustrated in FIG. 18, each ECU includes a ROM 242, a central processing unit (CPU) 241, a RAM
243, and an input/output unit 244 of data. The ROM 242 stores programs used to realize controls by ECUs and eco
judgment. The CPU 241 reads the programs stored in the ROM 242 and executes the programs. The RAM 243 stores
temporary data used during the execution of programs.
[0125] FIGs. 19A and 19B illustrate display examples displayed in the eco display unit 231 on the indicator panel 230.
[0126] In these display examples, the eco bar indicator 250 and the eco lamp 280 are illustrated.
[0127] The eco bar indicator 250 displays the state quantity of eco-drive in a graphic manner to show a relative state
to the judgment threshold value displayed. The eco lamp 280 shows whether the state quantity of eco-drive is greater
than or equal to the judgment threshold value to determine the vehicle is in the eco-drive state with the lighting ON/OFF.
[0128] The eco bar indicator 250 includes a bar indicator 51 of the state quantity of eco-drive representing the current
eco-drive state of the vehicle, an eco-drive zone 252 (section OA in FIG. 19A), a non eco-drive zone 253 (section AB
in FIG. 19), a regeneration zone 254 (section CO in FIG. 19A), and a non eco-drive zone 256 on the regeneration zone
side (section CD in FIG. 19A), an engine startup threshold value (point G in FIG. 19A) and an HV eco zone 255. The
eco-drive zone 252 shows a zone that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state. The non
eco-drive zone shows a zone that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is not in the eco-drive state. The
regeneration zone 254 shows a zone that makes it possible to determine that the vehicle is in the regeneration state.
[0129] A point "A" illustrated in FIG. 19A shows an upper limit value of the eco-drive zone 252 (judgment threshold
value), and a boundary line between the eco-drive zone 252 and non eco-drive zone 253. When the state quantity of
eco-drive is the judgment threshold value A, it shows that the state quantity of eco-drive is 100 %. A point "O" is an
original point, and shows the boundary line between the eco-drive zone 252 and the regeneration zone 254. When the
state quantity of eco-drive is on the point "O", it shows that the state quantity of eco-drive is 0 %. A position "C" shows
the judgment threshold value of the regeneration zone 254. When the state quantity of eco-drive is on the point "C", it
shows that the state quantity of eco-drive is -100 %. The regeneration zone 254 from the point "O" to the point "C" is
the zone for the hybrid vehicle, and shows that the driving state of the vehicle is the regeneration driving state due to
the operation such as a regeneration break. The non eco-drive zone 256 on the regeneration zone 254 side shows that
the break operation with a mechanical break in addition to the regeneration break is performed. The engine startup
threshold value G is the threshold value that shows whether the engine of the hybrid vehicle is started up. If the state
quantity of eco-drive is over the engine startup threshold value, the engine is started up by the powertrain ECU 210. If
the state quantity of drive is less than or equal to the engine startup threshold value, which means that the state quantity
of drive is within the HV eco zone 255, the vehicle is driven by the driving power of the motor.
[0130] The eco bar indicator 250 shows how ideal the current state quantity of eco-drive is compared to the ideal eco-
drive zone (the eco-drive zone 252) by using the ratio (a relative ratio) to the threshold value which represents 100 %.
[0131] When the state quantity of eco-drive is within the eco-drive zone 252, the remaining amount of operation to the
judgment threshold value for eco-drive can be shown. In FIG. 19, the section EA shows the remaining amount of operation.
[0132] When the state quantity of eco-drive is within the non eco-drive zone 253, the deviation amount of operation
from the judgment threshold value for eco-drive can be shown. In FIG. 19B, the section AF shows the deviation value
of operation.
[0133] The display of the eco lamp 280 shows whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state or not with a lamp such as
LED (Light Emitting Diode), and lights up when the vehicle is in the eco-drive state, and does not light up when the
vehicle is not in the eco-drive state.
[0134] As illustrated in FIGs. 19A and 19B, it is possible to show whether the vehicle is currently in the eco-drive state
or not, and show the operation guideline to maintain the eco-drive state or recover the eco-drive state by displaying the
eco bar indicator 250 and the eco lamp 280 on the indicator panel 230.
[0135] However, if the lighting ON/OFF of the eco lamp 280 is determined by simply comparing the state quantity of
eco-drive to the judgment threshold value, the chattering where the eco lamp 280 repeats ON and OFF continually
occurs when the driver operates near the judgment threshold value.
[0136] The chattering can be prevented by setting the guard value below the judgment threshold value as illustrated
in FIG. 20A or setting the guard value above the judgment threshold value as illustrated in FIG. 20B, and by not switching
the display of the eco lamp 280 when the state quantity of eco-drive is between the guard value and the judgment
threshold value.
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[0137] However, the inconsistency caused by setting the guard value can happen in the contents of the eco bar
indicator 250 and the eco lamp 280.
[0138] A description will now be given of the case that the lower guard value is set below the judgment threshold value
as an example. When the state quantity of eco-drive which was in the non eco-drive zone that is above the judgment
threshold value falls down and comes into between the judgment threshold value and the lower guard value as illustrated
in FIG. 20A, the eco bar indicator 250 displays the state quantity of eco-drive in the eco-drive zone 252. However, as
the state quantity of eco-drive is between the judgment threshold value and the lower guard value, the display of the
eco lamp 280 maintains the non eco-drive state, and does not light up.
[0139] In the same manner, the inconsistency of the display may happen when the upper guard value is set above
the upper limit guard. When the state quantity of eco-drive which was in the eco-drive zone that is below the judgment
threshold value rises and comes into between the judgment threshold value and the upper guard value as illustrated in
FIG. 20B, the eco bar indicator 250 displays the state quantity of eco-drive in the non eco-drive zone 253. However, as
the state quantity of eco-drive is between the judgment threshold value and the upper guard value, the display of the
eco lamp 280 maintains the eco-drive state, and keeps lighting up.
[0140] To solve this inconsistency of the display described above, in the present embodiment, if the state quantity of
eco-drive comes into between the judgment threshold value and the lower limit guard value or between the judgment
threshold value and the upper limit guard value, the timer starts counting, and the display of the eco lamp 280 is controlled
to be changed when the timer count value becomes the given value. The lower limit guard value and the upper limit
guard value correspond to the second judgment threshold value of the present invention.
[0141] The lower guard value and the upper guard value are not used at the same time, one of them is used. Under
the condition that the lower guard value is set, if the state quantity of eco-drive rises from below the lower guard value,
and comes into between the lower guard value and the judgment threshold value, as the inconsistency between the eco
bar indicator 250 and the display of the eco lamp 280 does not occur, the timer does not start counting. The state quantity
of eco-drive remains in the eco-drive zone 252, and the display of the eco lamp 280 shows the eco-drive state, and lights up.
[0142] In the same manner, under the condition that the upper guard value is set, if the state quantity of eco-drive falls
down from the upper side which is above the upper guard value, and comes into between the upper guard value and
the judgment threshold value, as the inconsistency between the eco bar indicator 250 and the display of the eco lamp
280 does not occur, the timer does not start counting. The state quantity of eco-drive remains in the non eco-drive zone
253, and the display of the eco lamp 280 is the non eco-drive state, and does not light up.
[0143] Referring to FIGs. 21 and 22, a description will now be given of the fluctuation of the state quantity of eco-drive,
and the display switch of the eco lamp 280 based on the fluctuation. Referring to FIG. 21, a description will be given of
the case that the lower guard value is set below the judgment threshold value.
[0144] When the operation amount of the vehicle (e.g. accelerator opening) rises and the state quantity of eco-drive
exceeds the judgment threshold value at the point A in FIG. 21, the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the driving
state of the vehicle is the non eco-drive state. As the driving state moves to the non eco-drive state, the display of the
eco lamp 280 is changed from lighting-on to lighting-off.
[0145] When the operation amount of the vehicle decreases and the state quantity of eco-drive falls below the judgment
threshold value at the point B in FIG. 21, the eco judgment unit 262 makes the counter start counting. If the state quantity
of eco-drive exceeds the judgment threshold value before the count value of the counter exceeds the timeout value (at
the point C in FIG. 21), the judgment of the non eco-drive state is maintained. If the state quantity of eco-drive falls below
the lower guard value before the count value exceeds the timeout value, the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the
vehicle is in the eco-drive state, and turns the eco lamp 280 on.
[0146] If the count value of the counter exceeds the timeout value (at the point E in FIG. 21) while the state quantity
of eco-drive falls below the judgment threshold value (at the point D in FIG. 21) and is between the judgment threshold
value and the lower guard value, the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state, and
turns the eco lamp 280 on.
[0147] A description will now be give of the case that the upper guard value is set above the judgment threshold value
with reference to FIG. 22.
[0148] If the operation amount of the vehicle falls down and the state quantity of eco-drive falls below the judgment
threshold value at the point F in FIG. 22, the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the driving state of the vehicles is
the eco-drive state. As the driving state moves to the eco-drive state, the eco lamp 280 is changed from lighting-off to
lighting-on.
[0149] Then, if the operation amount of the vehicle rises, and the state quantity of eco-drive exceeds the judgment
threshold value at the point G in FIG. 22, the eco judgment unit 262 makes the counter start counting. If the state quantity
of eco-drive falls below the judgment threshold value (at the point H in FIG. 22) before the count value of the counter
exceeds the timeout value, the judgment of the eco-drive state is maintained. If the state quantity of eco-drive exceeds
the upper guard value before the count value exceeds the timeout value, the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the
vehicle is in the non eco-drive state.
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[0150] If the count value of the counter exceeds the timeout value (at the point J in FIG. 22) while the state quantity
of eco-drive exceeds the judgment threshold value (at the point I in FIG. 22) and is between the judgment threshold
value and the upper guard value, the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the vehicle is in the non eco-drive state.
[0151] The processes of the eco judgment unit 262 to display the eco bar indicator 250 and the display of the eco
lamp 280 on the indicator panel 230 is described with reference to a flowchart illustrated in FIG. 23.
[0152] When the eco judgment unit 262 receives the measured data from the group of sensors 202, it determines
whether the received data are normal (step T1). The eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the group of sensor
202 operates normally by checking received data. For example, if identical data is continuously input over a predetermined
time, it is determined that the abnormal fixing occurs in the group of sensors 202.
[0153] When the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the measured data is abnormal (step T1/NO), it calculates 0
% as the state quantity of eco-drive in the fail state of the group of sensors (step T8).
[0154] When the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the measured data are normal (step T1/YES), it determines
whether the vehicle state allows the eco-drive display (the eco bar indicator 250, and the display of the eco lamp 280)
to be presented (step T2). When the shift lever is at the reverse position or parking position or a signal having a power
switch ON is input, it determines that the eco-drive display cannot be presented.
[0155] When the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the eco-drive display is not allowed to be presented (step
T2/NO), it calculates 0 % as the state quantity of eco-drive in the exception state (step T9).
[0156] Then, the eco judgment unit 262 refers to the map illustrated in FIG. 17, and obtains the judgment threshold
value for eco-drive (step T3). In the present embodiment, the judgment threshold value and the vehicle power are
calculated based on the vehicle speed input from sensors. The eco judgment unit 262 stores the map illustrated in FIG.
17 in the memory, and obtains the judgment threshold value of the vehicle power based on the vehicle speed measured
by the vehicle speed sensor included in the group of sensors 202. The map illustrated in FIG. 17 is calculated by the
adjustment.
[0157] Then, the eco judgment unit 262 calculates the state quantity of eco-drive based on the judgment threshold
value obtained in the step T3 and the current vehicle power calculated based on the measured data from the group of
sensors 202 (step T4). The state quantity of eco-drive can be calculated with the formula (3) described above.
[0158] Then the eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the vehicle is parked (step T5). Whether the vehicle is
parked or not is determined based on a vehicle speed input from the vehicle speed sensor included in the group of
sensors 202. For example, when the vehicle speed falls below 2 km/h, it is determined that the vehicle is parked, and
when the vehicle speed exceeds 4 km/h, it is determined that the vehicle is traveling. When a vehicle speed is between
2 km/h and 4 km/h, the determination of whether the vehicle is parked is not made, and is made to be ready until a
vehicle speed changes.
[0159] When it is determined that the vehicle is parked (step T5/YES), 0 % is calculated as the state quantity of eco-
drive when the car is parked (step T10).
[0160] Then, the eco judgment unit 262 determines the display state of the eco lamp 280 based on the calculated
state quantity of eco-drive. The detail of this process will be described later referring to flowcharts illustrated in FIGs. 24
and 25.
[0161] After the eco judgment unit 262 determines the display state of the eco lamp 280, it notices the information
indicating the state quantity of eco-drive and the display state of the eco lamp 280 to the meter ECU 220. The meter
ECU 220 displays the eco bar indicator 250 and the display of the eco lamp 280 based on the state quantity of eco-drive
and the display state of the eco lamp noticed from the eco judgment unit 262.
[0162] The description will now be given of the detail of the step T6 with reference to flowcharts illustrated in FIGs. 24
and 25. Referring to FIG. 24, the process when the lower guard value is set below the judgment threshold value will be
described.
[0163] The eco judgment unit 262 checks whether the judgment result based on the previous measured data is the
eco judgment or the non eco judgment (step T21). When the judgment based on the previous measured data is the eco
judgment (step T21/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 turns the flag off (step T26), and terminates this process. When the
judgment based on the previous measured data is the non eco judgment (step T21/YES), the eco judgment unit 262
determines whether the state quantity of eco-drive is greater than the judgment threshold value (step T22). When the
state quantity of eco-drive is greater than the judgment threshold value (step T22/YES), the eco judgment unit 262
maintains the non eco judgment (step T23). When the state quantity of eco-drive is less than or equal to the judgment
threshold value (step T22/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the state quantity of eco-drive is greater
than or equal to the lower guard value and less than or equal to the judgment threshold value. When the state quantity
of eco-drive is not greater than or equal to the lower guard value, nor less than or equal to the judgment threshold value
(step T24/NO), which means that the state quantity of eco-drive is less than the lower guard value, the eco judgment
unit 262 makes the eco judgment (step T25), turns the flag OFF, and terminates this process.
[0164] When the state quantity of eco-drive is greater than or equal to the lower guard value, and less than or equal
to the judgment threshold value (step T24/YES), the eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the flag is set to ON
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(step T27). This flag is turned ON when the state quantity of eco-drive comes into between the judgment threshold value
and the lower guard value from the non eco-drive zone.
[0165] When the flag is not ON (step T27/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 turns the flag ON, makes the counter start
counting (step T28), and determines that the non eco-drive state continues (step T29).
[0166] When the flag is ON (step T27/YES), the eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the count value of the
counter is greater than or equal to the time out value (step T30). When the count value of the counter is less than the
timeout value (step T30/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 goes back to the step T21 and executes the process for next
measured data. When the count value of the counter is greater than or equal to the timeout value (step T30/YES), the
eco judgment unit 262 determines that the state quantity of eco-drive is between the upper limit or lower limit guard and
the judgment threshold value over the predetermined time, makes the eco judgment (step T31), resets the counter (step
T32), and turns the flag OFF (step T33).
[0167] A description will now be given of the process of the eco judgment unit 262 when the upper guard value is set
above the judgment threshold value with reference to a flowchart illustrated in FIG. 25.
[0168] The eco judgment unit 262 checks whether the result of the eco judgment based on the previous measured
data is the eco judgment or non eco judgment (step T41). When the judgment based on the previous measured data is
the non eco judgment (step T41/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 turns the flag OFF (step T46), and terminates this
process. When the judgment based on the previous measured data is the eco judgment (step T41/YES), the eco judgment
unit 262 determines whether the state quantity of eco-drive is less than the judgment threshold value (step T42). When
the state quantity of eco-drive is less than the judgment threshold value (step T42/YES), the eco judgment unit 262
maintains the eco judgment (step T43). When the state quantity of eco-drive is greater than or equal to the judgment
threshold value (step T42/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the state quantity of eco-drive is less
than or equal to the upper guard value, and greater than or equal to the judgment threshold value (step T44). When the
state quantity of eco-drive is not less than or equal to the upper guard value, nor greater than or equal to the judgment
threshold value (step T44/NO), which means that the state quantity of eco-drive is greater than the upper guard value,
the eco judgment unit 262 makes the non eco judgment (step T45), turns the flag OFF (step T46), and terminates this
process.
[0169] When the state quantity of eco-drive is less than or equal to the upper guard value, and is greater than or equal
to the judgment threshold value (step T44/YES), the eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the flag is set to ON
(step T47). This flag is turned ON when the state quantity of eco-drive comes into between the judgment threshold value
and the lower guard value from the eco-drive zone.
[0170] When the flag is not ON (step T47/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 turns the flag ON, makes the counter start
counting (step T48), and makes the eco judgment that the eco-drive state continues (step T49).
[0171] When the flag is ON (step T47/YES), the eco judgment unit 262 determines whether the count value of the
counter is greater than or equal to the timeout value (step T50). When the count value of the counter is less than the
timeout value (step T50/NO), the eco judgment unit 262 goes back to the step T41, and executes the process to the
next measured data. When the count value of the counter is greater than or equal to the timeout value (step T50/YES),
the eco judgment unit 262 determines that the state quantity of eco-drive is between the upper limit or lower limit guard
and the judgment threshold value over the predetermined time (step T51), resets the counter (step T52), turns the flag
OFF(step T53), and terminates the process.
[0172] According to the present embodiment, the inconsistency between the eco bar indicator 250 and the display of
the eco lamp 280 showing whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state or non eco-drive state does not occur because
the display of the eco lamp 280 is corrected to adjust to the eco bar indicator 250 when there is inconsistency between
these displays. Therefore, if the driver drives according to these displays, the fuel economy will be increased.

[Fourth Embodiment]

[0173] As the composition of the present embodiment is same as the third embodiment described above, the detail
description will be omitted. In the present embodiment, the timeout period of the counter is changed based on a vehicle
speed or the acceleration operation quantity. For example, if the fluctuation of the vehicle speed or acceleration operation
quantity is large, the timeout period is set to be short, and the display of the eco lamp 280 is controlled so as to follow
the change of the state quantity of eco-drive of the eco bar indicator 250 quickly.
[0174] In addition to this, it is possible to learn the operation level of the driver, and set the timeout period of the counter
on the basis of the learned operation level.
[0175] For example, if the period that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state is more than the standard period during a
trip (from on to off of the ignition key), which means that the driver’s operation level is high, the timeout period will be
set to be long. On the contrary, if the period that the vehicle is in the eco-drive state is less than the standard period
during a trip, which means that the driver’s operation level is low, the timeout period will be set to be short.
[0176] In addition to changing the count value of the counter, a setting of the lower guard value or upper guard value
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may be changed on the basis of the period that the state quantity of eco-drive is between the judgment threshold value
described above and the lower guard value or the upper guard value. More specifically, to the driver of which the period
that the state quantity of eco-drive is between the judgment threshold value and the lower guard value is long, the lower
guard value is made large and the range between the lower guard value and the judgment threshold value is made
small. The upper guard value is made in the same manner. As this control is performed, it is possible to shorten the
period that the inconsistency between the display of the eco lamp 280 and the eco bar indicator 250 occurs.

[Fifth Embodiment]

[0177] In the present embodiment, the process executed by the eco judgment unit 13 of the powertrain ECU 10
illustrated in FIG. 1 is executed by the eco judgment unit 262 of the HV-ECU 260 illustrated in FIG. 16. The eco judgment
unit 262 of the HV-ECU 260 has the composition illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0178] The outline of the behavior of other ECUs such as the HV-ECU 260, the meter ECU 220, and the motor/generator
ECU 270 will be omitted because the description has been already given in the fourth embodiment.
[0179] FIG. 26 illustrates an exemplary notice contents of the eco state signal output to the notice control unit 221 of
the meter ECU 220 from the notice content judgment unit 95 (see FIG. 3) of the eco judgment unit 262 provided to the
HV-ECU 260.
[0180] The eco state signal noticed from the notice content judgment unit 95 to the notice control unit 221 also includes
an advice status (1 byte), a signal indicating the state quantity of the eco zone display (2 bytes), and a signal indicating
the state quantity of the HV eco zone display (1 byte).
[0181] The vehicle state judged by the notice content judgment unit 95 has six statuses: "fail", "exception" (which is
the state in that the information for assisting eco-drive is not displayed), "parked", "non eco", "eco", and "hybrid eco (HV
eco)". The notice content judgment unit 95 notices in which state of the six states the vehicle is to the notice control unit
221 with the advice status signal which is 1-byte signal.
[0182] The notice control unit 221 turns off the eco lamp 280 when the status of the advice status signal is "fail",
"exception", "parked" or "non eco". The notice control unit 221 turns on the eco lamp 280 when the status of the advice
status signal is "eco" or "HV eco".
[0183] When it is determined that the failure occurs in the vehicle, the notice content judgment unit 95 outputs a signal
of which the state quantity of eco zone display and the state quantity of HV eco zone are set to predetermined values
representing "fail" to the notice control unit 221.
[0184] When the vehicle is in the state that it is not necessary to display the information for assisting eco-drive, the
notice content judgment unit 95 outputs a signal of which the state quantity of eco zone display and the state quantity
of HV eco zone display are set to predetermined values representing "exception" to the notice control unit 221.
[0185] When it is determined that the vehicle is parked, the notice content judgment unit 95 outputs the signal of which
the state quantity of eco zone display is set to the predetermined value representing "parked" and of which the state
quantity of HV eco zone display is set to between 0 % and 100 %, to the notice control unit 221.
[0186] When the notice content judgment unit 95 determines that the driving state of the vehicle is the non eco-drive
state, it outputs a signal of which the state of eco zone display is set to greater than 100 % and less than or equal to
120 %, and a signal of which the state quantity of HV eco zone display is set to between 0 % and 100 % to the notice
control unit 221.
[0187] When the notice content judgment unit 95 determines that the driving state of the vehicle is the eco-drive state,
it outputs a signal of which the state quantity of eco zone display is set to greater than or equal to 0 % and less than or
equal to 100 %, and a signal of which the state quantity of HV eco zone display is set to between 0 % and 100 % to the
notice control unit 221.
[0188] In the present embodiment, in the same manner as the first embodiment described above, it is possible to
generate the beneficial information for assisting eco-drive in the eco judgment unit 262, and to transmit it to the meter
ECU 220 functioning as a display control apparatus. As the ratio to the judgment threshold value of the accelerator
opening indicating the driving state of the vehicle is shown, it is possible to show how much the driving operation should
be improved for eco-drive, or how far the accelerator pedal can be pressed to keep the vehicle in the eco-drive state.
[0189] Although detail descriptions are given of preferred embodiments of the present invention, the present invention
is not limited to the specifically described embodiments and variations, but other embodiments and variations may be
made without departing from the scope of the present invention.
[0190] For example, in the first and second embodiments, the eco judgment units 13 and 113 are provided to the
powertrain ECUs 10 and 110 of the vehicle equipped with only an engine respectively, but they can be provided to the
hybrid vehicle equipped with the engine and the motor as illustrated in FIG. 16.
[0191] When the eco judgment units 13 and 113 in the first and second embodiments are provided to the HV-ECU
260 illustrated in FIG. 16, the eco judgment units 13 and 113 receive the HV status signal output from the HV control
unit 261 and sensor signals output from the group of sensors 202, and calculate the state quantity of eco-drive indicating
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whether the vehicle is in the state of eco-drive. The calculation process of the eco-drive state in the HV vehicle is already
described in the third embodiment, and is omitted.
[0192] In the same manner, in the third and fourth embodiments, the description is given by using the composition
where the eco judgment unit 262 is provided to the HV-ECU 260, but the eco judgment unit 262 can be provided in the
powertrain ECU 10 illustrated in FIG. 1 when it is provided to the vehicle equipped with only an engine.
[0193] The eco judgment units 13 and 113 in the powertrain ECU 10 obtain the control information from the engine
control unit 11 and the transmission control unit 12 in the powertrain ECU 10, obtain sensor signals from the group of
sensors 2, and calculate the state quantity of eco-drive for determining whether the vehicle is in the eco-drive state .
The eco judgment units 13 and 113 determines whether the driving state of the vehicle is the eco-drive state or the non
eco-drive state on the basis of the calculated state quantity of eco-drive.
[0194] FIG. 27 illustrates the composition where the eco judgment units 13 and 113 of the first and second embodiments
are provided to the meter ECU 20(120) in the eco-drive assist system 300 of the vehicle equipped with only an engine.
In this case, the meter ECU 20(120) obtains the vehicle information such as a vehicle speed from the powertrain ECU
10(110) with CAN communication, and calculates the state quantity of eco-drive based on the obtained information. The
display state of the eco bar indicator 50(150) and eco lamp 80(180) is determined based on the calculated state quantity
of eco-drive, and is displayed in the eco display unit 31(131). It is not illustrated but the eco judgment unit 263 of the
third and fourth embodiments can be provided to the meter ECU of the hybrid vehicle.
[0195] The function of the eco judgment units 13, 113, and 263 described above can be installed to a navi-ECU that
controls a navigation apparatus, and eco bar indicators 50, 150, and 250 can be displayed on the display of the navigation
apparatus.
[0196] The non eco-drive zone 53, 153, or 253 can be displayed by controlling the lighting-on/off of the LED and the
like instead of the eco bar indicator (see FIG. 28A), or the non eco-drive zone 256 on the regeneration zone side can
be displayed by controlling the lighting-on/off of the LED (see FIG. 28B). When the state quantity of eco-drive exceeds
100 %, the non eco-drive zone 53, 153, or 253 is turned ON (lighting-on). In the same manner, when the state quantity
of eco-drive falls under -100 %, the non eco-drive zone 256 on the regeneration zone side is turned ON (lighting-on).
[0197] The regeneration zone 254 can be displayed with the eco bar indicator, or by controlling the lighting-on/off of
the LED.
[0198] In the eco display unit 231, the zone where the state quantity of eco-drive is greater than or equal to 0 % can
be divided into the HV eco zone 255 and other zones, or it is possible to have the composition where the HV eco zone
255 is not provided.
[0199] In the eco display unit 31(131, or 231), the display using the circular indicator such as the speed meter illustrated
in FIG. 28C can be used instead of the eco bar indicator.
[0200] In the embodiments described above, the state quantity of eco-drive of the vehicle is calculated on the basis
of a vehicle speed and the like, and is displayed in real time. However, it is possible to display the moment-to-moment
change of the state quantity of eco-drive by recording the vehicle speed and the state quantity of eco-drive calculated
by the eco judgment unit 13(153, or 262) to the recording medium and the like, and reading the contents recorded in
the recording medium to the computer apparatus after getting out of the vehicle.
[0201] In the above embodiments, the state quantity of eco-drive is calculated by calculating the vehicle power, and
comparing the vehicle power to the judgment threshold value, but the state quantity of eco-drive can be calculated based
on the accelerator opening other than the vehicle power.

Claims

1. An eco-drive assist apparatus that displays a state of fuel economy in real time, the eco-drive assist apparatus
comprising:

eco judgment means (13; 113; 262) for judging whether a current driving state of a vehicle is an efficient fuel
economy state or a non-efficient fuel economy state based on a boundary value that is calculated based on a
state quantity representing a current driving state of the vehicle and which distinguishes whether a current
driving state of the vehicle is an efficient fuel economy state or a non-efficient fuel economy state;
first display means (50; 150; 250) for displaying a fuel economy state by displaying a figure corresponding to
the boundary value and a figure corresponding to a current value representing a current driving state of the
vehicle to the boundary value; and
second display means (80; 180; 280) for displaying whether the current driving state of the vehicle judged by
the eco judgment means is an efficient fuel economy state or a non-efficient fuel economy state by turning on/off
a lamp;
wherein the first display means (50; 150; 250) fixedly-displays a figure corresponding to a boundary value in a
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predetermined place in a display area, and changes a display form of a figure corresponding to the current
value according to a relative relation of the current value to the boundary value; and
wherein the eco judgment means (13; 113; 262) use different values to the boundary value for the judgment
between a case that a driving state moves from the efficient fuel economy state to the non-efficient fuel economy
state and a case that a driving state moves from the non-efficient fuel economy state to the efficient fuel-economy
state when judging the driving state of the vehicle displayed by the second display means (80; 180; 280), and
the first display means (50; 150; 250) fixedly displays the boundary value at the same location both when the
driving state judged by the eco judgment means is the efficient fuel economy state and when the driving state
judged by the eco judgment means is the non-efficient fuel economy state.

2. The eco-drive assist apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the first display means (50; 150; 250) display a figure
representing a corrected state quantity to keep the state quantity at the boundary value for a given time after the
state quantity below the boundary value exceeds the boundary value, and a figure representing a corrected state
value to keep the state quantity at the boundary value for a given time after the state quantity above the boundary
value falls below the boundary value,
and in that the eco judgment means (13; 113; 262) judge whether the current driving state of the vehicle is an efficient
fuel economy state or non-efficient fuel economy state based on the corrected state quantity and the boundary value.

3. The eco-drive assist apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the first display means (250) continuously display
a first display area (255) that displays a state quantity when the vehicle stops an engine and runs by the driving
force of a motor, and a second display area (252) that displays a state quantity when the vehicle runs by the driving
force of the engine, or the engine and the motor, and displays a threshold value representing the state quantity
when the engine starts at the boundary between the first display area (255) and the second display area (252).

Patentansprüche

1. Ökoantriebshilfsgerät, das einen Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand in Echtzeit anzeigt, das Ökoantriebshilfsgerät
umfassend:

Ökobeurteilungsmittel (13; 113; 262) zum Beurteilen, ob ein aktueller Fahrzustand eines Fahrzeugs ein effizi-
enter Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand oder ein nicht effizienter Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand ist, basie-
rend auf einem Schwellenwert, der basierend auf einer Zustandsmenge berechnet wird, der einen aktuellen
Fahrzustand des Fahrzeugs darstellt und unterscheidet, ob ein aktueller Fahrzustand des Fahrzeugs ein effi-
zienter Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand oder ein nicht effizienter Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand ist;
erste Anzeigemittel (50; 150; 250) zur Anzeige eines Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustands durch Anzeigen einer
Zahl, die dem Schwellenwert entspricht, und einer Zahl, die dem aktuellen Wert entspricht, der einen aktuellen
Fahrzustand des Fahrzeugs zum Schwellenwert darstellt; und zweite Anzeigemittel (80; 180; 280) zur Anzeige
durch Ein-/Ausschalten einer Lampe, ob der durch das Ökobeurteilungsmittel beurteilte aktuelle Fahrzustand
des Fahrzeugs, ein effizienter Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand oder ein nicht effizienter Kraftstoffwirtschaft-
lichkeitszustand ist;
wobei die ersten Anzeigemittel (50; 150; 250) eine Zahl, die einem Schwellenwert entspricht, an einer vorbe-
stimmten Stelle in einem Anzeigebereich fest anzeigen, und eine Anzeigeform einer Figur, die dem aktuellen
Wert entspricht, gemäß einer relativen Beziehung des aktuellen Werts zum Schwellenwert ändert; und
wobei die Ökobeurteilungsmittel (13; 113; 262) unterschiedliche Werte zum Schwellenwert verwenden, zur
Beurteilung zwischen einem Fall, in dem ein Fahrzustand von dem effizienten Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszu-
stand zu dem nicht effizientem Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand übergeht, und einem Fall, in dem ein Fahr-
zustand von dem nicht effizientem Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand zu dem effizienten Kraftstoffwirtschaft-
lichkeitszustand übergeht, bei der Beurteilung des Fahrzustands des Fahrzeugs, der durch die zweiten Anzei-
gemittel (80; 180; 280) angezeigt wird, und die ersten Anzeigemittel (50; 150; 250) den Schwellenwert an der
gleichen Stelle fest anzeigen, sowohl wenn der durch das Ökobeurteilungsmittel beurteilte Fahrzustand der
effiziente Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand ist oder der durch das Ökobeurteilungsmittel beurteilte Fahrzu-
stand der nicht effiziente Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand ist.

2. Ökoantriebshilfsgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei die ersten Anzeigemittel (50; 150; 250) ein Zahl anzeigen, die eine
korrigierte Zustandsmenge darstellt, um die Zustandsmenge für eine bestimmte Zeit auf dem Schwellenwert zu
halten, nachdem die Zustandsmenge unter dem Schwellenwert den Schwellenwert überschreitet, und eine Zahl,
die einen korrigierten Zustandswert darstellt, um die Zustandsmenge für eine bestimmte Zeit auf dem Schwellenwert
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zu halten, nachdem die Zustandsmenge über dem Schwellenwert unter den Schwellenwert fällt, und dadurch, dass
die Ökobeurteilungsmittel (13; 113; 262) basierend auf der korrigierten Zustandsmenge und dem Schwellenwert
beurteilen, ob der aktuelle Fahrzustand des Fahrzeugs ein effizienter Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand oder nicht
effizienter Kraftstoffwirtschaftlichkeitszustand ist.

3. Ökoantriebshilfsgerät nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das erste Anzeigemittel (250) fortlaufend einen ersten Anzei-
gebereich (255) anzeigt, der eine Zustandsmenge anzeigt, wenn das Fahrzeug einen Motor abstellt und durch die
Antriebskraft eines Motors läuft, und einen zweiten Anzeigebereich (252), der eine Zustandsmenge anzeigt, wenn
das Fahrzeug durch die Antriebskraft des Motors oder der Maschine und des Motors läuft, und einen Schwellenwert
anzeigt, der die Zustandsmenge darstellt, wenn der Motor an der Grenze zwischen dem ersten Anzeigebereich
(255) und dem zweiten Anzeigebereich (252) startet.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’assistance à l’éco-conduite qui affiche un état d’économie de carburant en temps réel, l’appareil d’assis-
tance à l’éco-conduite comprenant :

des moyens d’évaluation d’économie (13 ; 113 ; 262) pour évaluer si un état de conduite actuel d’un véhicule
est un état d’économie de carburant efficace ou un état d’économie de carburant non efficace sur la base d’une
valeur limite qui est calculée sur la base d’une quantité d’état représentant un état de conduite actuel du véhicule
et qui distingue si un état de conduite actuel du véhicule est un état d’économie de carburant efficace ou un
état d’économie de carburant non efficace ;
des premiers moyens d’affichage (50 ; 150 ; 250) pour afficher un état d’économie de carburant en affichant
un chiffre correspondant à la valeur limite et un chiffre correspondant à une valeur actuelle représentant un état
de conduite actuel du véhicule par rapport à la valeur limite ; et
des seconds moyens d’affichage (80 ; 180 ; 280) pour afficher si l’état de conduite actuel du véhicule évalué
par les moyens d’évaluation d’économie est un état d’économie de carburant efficace ou un état d’économie
de carburant non efficace en allumant/éteignant une lampe ;
dans lequel les premiers moyens d’affichage (50 ; 150 ; 250) affichent de manière fixe un chiffre correspondant
à une valeur limite en un emplacement prédéterminé dans une zone d’affichage, et modifient une forme d’af-
fichage d’un chiffre correspondant à la valeur actuelle selon une relation relative de la valeur actuelle par rapport
à la valeur limite ; et
dans lequel les moyens d’évaluation d’économie (13 ; 113 ; 262) utilisent des valeurs différentes par rapport à
la valeur limite pour l’évaluation entre un cas où un état de conduite passe de l’état d’économie de carburant
efficace à l’état d’économie de carburant non efficace et un cas où une conduite l’état passe de l’état d’économie
de carburant non efficace à l’état d’économie de carburant efficace lors de l’évaluation de l’état de conduite du
véhicule affiché par les seconds moyens d’affichage (80 ; 180 ; 280), et
les premiers moyens d’affichage (50 ; 150 ; 250) affichent de manière fixe la valeur limite au niveau du même
emplacement à la fois lorsque l’état de conduite évalué par les moyens d’évaluation d’économie est l’état
d’économie de carburant efficace et lorsque l’état de conduite évalué par les moyens d’évaluation d’économie
est l’état d’économie de carburant non efficace.

2. Appareil d’assistance à l’éco-conduite selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les premiers moyens d’affichage (50 ;
150 ; 250) affichent un chiffre représentant une quantité d’état corrigée pour maintenir la quantité d’état au niveau
de la valeur limite pendant un temps donné après la quantité d’état en dessous de la valeur limite dépasse la valeur
limite, et un chiffre représentant une valeur d’état corrigée pour maintenir la quantité d’état au niveau de la valeur
limite pendant un temps donné après que la quantité d’état au-dessus de la valeur limite tombe en dessous de la
valeur limite,
et en ce que les moyens d’évaluation d’économie (13 ; 113 ; 262) évaluent si l’état de conduite actuel du véhicule
est un état d’économie de carburant efficace ou un état d’économie de carburant non efficace sur la base de la
quantité d’état corrigée et de la valeur limite.

3. Appareil d’assistance à l’éco-conduite selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel les premiers moyens d’affichage
(250) affichent en continu une première zone d’affichage (255) qui affiche une quantité d’état lorsque le véhicule
arrête un moteur et fonctionne par la force d’entraînement d’un propulseur, et une seconde zone d’affichage (252)
qui affiche une quantité d’état lorsque le véhicule roule par la force d’entraînement du moteur, ou du moteur et du
propulseur, et affiche une valeur de seuil représentant la quantité d’état lorsque le moteur démarre à la limite entre
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la première zone d’affichage (255) et la seconde zone d’affichage (252).
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